In this paper, we have investigated the problem of gender classification using frontal facial images. Four different classifiers, namely K-means, k-nearest neighbors, Linear Discriminant Analysis and Mahalanobis Distance Based classifiers are compared.
Introduction
Classification is a mapping function from feature space to class labels. It is an important component of intelligent systems with wide range of applications. Gender classification is a 2-class problem in which one has to predict an image as that of a man or woman. It is an easy task for humans, but a challenging task in computer vision. An improvement in gender classification bolsters the performance of many related downstream applications like face recognition.
Generally two types of gender classification approaches are employed in practice: one in which geometrical features are used is called geometry-based approach and the other which does not use geometrical features, but perform classification using training images is called appearance based approach. We have used the appearance-based approach in conjunction with the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for feature extraction. We neither isolate faces from the background and nor we use image normalization techniques as used by Moghaddam et., al. [12] in the image preprocessing stage. We simply give the image as it is to the PCA feature extraction stage in order to compare the performance of different classifiers under these adverse conditions. Reasonable work has been done previously in gender classification [2] [3] [4] 8] , but search for an improved gender classification system is still going on. We try to address this issue of improving classification accuracy by automatically finding optimal combination of different classifiers using Genetic Programming (GP). Previously Langdon et., al. [14] have used this
International Journal of Knowledge-Based Intelligent Engineering Systems, vol. 8, pp 1-11, 2004. 3 idea in data mining . We are using this idea in gender classification and have shown that improved results could be obtained as compared to Langdon et., al. [14] , if added constraint is imposed on the fitness criteria of particular combination of classifiers using GP.
The second problem that we address in this paper is that in gender classification studies, classifiers are mostly not compared on the whole threshold range. Abdi et., al. [2] [3] [4] and Moghaddam et., al. [12] have compared different classifiers for gender classification, but they have not characterized them on the whole operating range. In this work we not only compare four different classifiers on varying threshold, but also study their behavior at different feature subsets. We also purpose an overall performance measure for a classifier, when both the threshold and feature subset is varied. Two different train to testing ratios have been used to reckon the general behavior of the classifiers. We argue that Receiver Operating
Characteristics (ROC) Curves and Area under the Convex Hull (AUCH) are important tools
to analyze the performance of classifiers at different operating conditions. The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we briefly describe classification systems followed by a discussion of proposed AUCHS Curve in section 3. Next in section 4 we describe the proposed scheme for combining classifiers using GP. In section 5 implementation details of the proposed schemes is discussed. Results and discussion are presented in section 6. Finally we finish with conclusions in section 7.
Classification Systems
Classification systems are largely used to obtain useful information from large data. They are an important component of intelligent systems and have wide range of applications.
Classification systems usually consist of two main stages: a Preprocessing stage and a Classification stage. Feature extraction is a preprocessing stage that can avoid the curse of dimensionality or improve the generalization ability of classifiers. While in the classification International Journal of Knowledge-Based Intelligent Engineering Systems, vol. 8, pp 1-11, 2004. 4 stage, classification algorithms are applied on the extracted features to perform mapping from feature space to class space.
Feature extraction
Faces are represented as features to a classification algorithm. But the major difficulty with representing faces as a set of features is that it assumes some priori knowledge about what are the features and what are the relationships between them that are essential for the task of gender classification. Burton et., al. [8] showed the difficulty in finding a set of the features useful in discriminating accurately between male and female. They showed that no simple set of features could predict the gender of faces. However, Abide et., al. [3] showed that comparable gender categorization performance could be obtained using a posteriori features automatically derived from statistical structure of a set of learned faces. These features are the eigen-vectors or principal component of the pixel cross-product matrix of a set of faces.
They can be obtained directly [7, 9] or via a linear-autoassociator [4] .
Since the seminal work of Abide et., al. [2] [3] [4] , in case of appearance based approach, mostly PCA and Independent Component Analysis (ICA) are used for feature extraction. PCA is a well-known method for feature extraction, data compression, and multivariate data projection. It projects a high dimensional data to a lower dimensional subspace by finding the directions where the variance is maximal. In ICA however, the directions in the input vector space where the signal components are independent random variables or at least as independent as possible are identified. ICA produces basis vectors that are statistically independent (not just linearly decorrelated, as is the case in PCA).
To reduce the dimensionality of the face images, principal components are extracted through Karhunen Loeve Transformation (KLT) [7, 9] . The KLT is used because it has the important property that the projection of the data set on the first N principal components has the highest energy concentration than any other N components projection. Therefore, it captures the International Journal of Knowledge-Based Intelligent Engineering Systems, vol. 8, pp 1-11, 2004. 5 highest amount of variation in a data set, more than any other linear transform for a fixed number of components.
Classifiers
The four basic classifiers compared at gender classification problem are: K-means, k-nearest neighbor (kNN), Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and Mahalanobis distance based (MDB) classifier. Some of the classifiers are modified to output a range of values, rather than just giving 0/1 values (in order to evaluate their confidence in decision). In all cases the output of each classifier is scaled to 0-1 range and the selected threshold T (0≤ T≤ 1) is then applied to this output. The combined classifiers are then obtained by combining the best two classifiers using GP.
K-means algorithm tries to exploit natural separation of the data for classification. It does not use information regarding the gender of each person to perform the classification. First K random data points are supposed as center points, where K is the number of classes that one would like to find. In our case of gender classification, K is equal to two: one class for males and the other for females. The algorithm computes the Euclidean distance from each training point to each center point. The training point is grouped with the center point that is closest to it. Once all the training points are grouped, a new center point is calculated for each group based on the mean value of all the data points in the group. Since the center points shift due to the mean operation, all the training points are regrouped based on the new centers, and the new centers are recalculated. This process is continued until the center points do not move. Grouping data based on the Euclidean distance between a test point and two center points is like dividing the data with a hyper-plane that splits the two center points.
LDA tries to achieve a set of weights that represent a hyper plane, which splits the data into two classes. Finding the optimal value for these weights is straightforward: given a International Journal of Knowledge-Based Intelligent Engineering Systems, vol. 8, pp 1-11, 2004. 6 training set data matrix M , and a vector g that specifies the gender of each member of the training set (for instance: a 0 for males and a 1 for females), the unknown vector of weights w can be found by solving the linear system:
Once W is calculated by multiplying g by an appropriate pseudo-inverse of M , determining the gender of a test face is accomplished by computing the inner product W x, of x and W .
For example, for threshold=0.5, if W x, <= 0.5, the test face is classified as a female, otherwise male.
In case of MDB, instead of using Euclidean distance to classify data in two classes, we use the Mahalanobis distance. The Mahalanobis metric represents the distance from the mean group value that has a constant covariance; so in two-dimensions, this distance is given by an ellipsoid. As an example, a cut at a certain height through a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution represents a Mahalanobis curve. The equation for this metric is:
Where x m and x C represents the mean and covariance matrix respectively. The classification process consists of calculating the Mahalanobis distance of a test point to the mean of the two groups and then deciding which mean is the closest one.
In nearest neighbor approach, one has to measure the distance of the test sample to every training sample, rather than just the distance to the mean training sample like in Kmeans. The test sample is then assigned to the class, which has the shortest distance. This is the special case of shortest K-nearest neighbor approach where K =1. Where K>1 the method is made sensitive to outliers. Rather than choosing the class with the shortest distance to a test sample, the class having majority of samples among the k-nearest neighbors of the test sample is chosen, i.e. a type of voting is performed. This help smooth out the distribution,
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Performance evaluation of a classifier
Performance of a particular classifier can be estimated in term of true positive and false positive rates. True positive rate (TPR) represents the number of correct positive cases divided by the total number of positive cases whereas, false positive rate (FPR) is the number of negative cases predicted as positive cases, divided by the total number of negative cases.
When a graph is plotted between TPR and FPR for different threshold values, the resulting curve is called Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve. ROC curve summarizes how well a classifier has performed under different operating conditions, for a particular problem [6] .
Single figures of merits are useful when comparing a classification system under a number of different conditions or settings. However, one of the greatest assets of testing is lost because they don't characterize the system over its entire operating range [1] . Hence ROC curves are plotted by adjusting the classification threshold and computing TPR and FPR at each threshold. The selection of operating threshold is then application-specific, depending on the maximum acceptance of false and true positives. The ROC curve thus provides the operator a degree of freedom to select the operating point which best accomplish his requirements, or simply reject the system outright if it is unable to meet their needs. In the absence of an application-specific operating point, the equal error rate (ERR) can be used to provide a single feature of merit [1] . This is the point on the ROC curve where the likelihood of a false positive and false negative are equal.
To obtain an ROC curve, each classifier is tuned by changing its sensitivity level (threshold). When the sensitivity is at the lowest level, the classifier neither produces false alarms, nor detects positive cases, i.e. the origin of the ROC. When the sensitivity is increased, the classifier detects more positive examples but may also start generating false alarms (false positives). Ultimately the sensitivity may become so high that the classifier always claims each case is positive [14] . This corresponds to the top right hand corner (point (1, 1)) of the ROC. A classifier based on simply making random guesses will have an operating point somewhere on the diagonal line between the origin and top right hand corner (point (1, 1)).
Of course one wants the true positive rate to be as high as 1, and the false positive rate to be as low as 0, i.e. points at the top left corner of the ROC curve. Both the Y-axis and Xaxis are normalized (range 0-1), therefore the area under the ideal ROC curve will be 1.
Consequently a given classifier is said to be an optimal one for a given problem, if the area under its ROC is near to 1. Scott [11] showed that a "maximum realizable" ROC is the convex hull of the classifier's ROC. As a result AUCH of an ROC curve is taken as a measure of the performance of a classifier.
An Overall Performance Measure of a Classifier
We know that each classifier has a sensitivity level (threshold). This sensitivity level is varied from 0 to 1 with step 0.1, generating an ROC curve for each feature subset as shown in 1, 1) ). Taking AUCH of ROC curve, we include both these points, but here in case of AUCHS, since we do not expect point (1,1), therefore it is not considered when we compute the AUCH of AUCHS.
Proposed Scheme for Combining Classifiers Using GP
Classifiers are usually combined to improve classification performance. But there are no general rules as to how a number of classifiers should be combined in a best possible way.
One approach is to generate a large number of classifiers and then to select the best combination [13] . Boosting techniques are also used for combining classifiers [15] . But in
Boosting normally a single classifier is improved by iteratively retraining it. Here in this work, optimal combinations of fixed classifiers are automatically generated using GP. They are fixed, because we do not retrain them, as is done in boosting. Also Boosting is in general applied by assuming the classifier is operated at a single threshold, producing a single pair of TPR and FPR on each retraining. Consequently it produces a single point on the ROC rather than a curve required as a metric for judging the performance of a classifier. Combination of classifiers can be carried out in two ways, namely homogenously and heterogeneously. In homogenous combination, two or more classifiers of the same type (trained on the different feature subsets) are combined using GP. While in heterogeneous combination, two or more classifiers of different types (MDB with LDA trained on the same/different feature subsets) are combined using GP. In the former case the composite classifier is like a polynomial, which is a function of only one classifier (see Fig. 2 ). Whilst in the later case it is a function of two or more classifiers (multiple dependencies).
Implementation
In order to practically implement and evaluate different classification algorithms, we have are selected. This demands first randomly choosing 50 males and 50 females to use as our training set, leaving the rest of the images to test the algorithms. This is done 4 separate times, thus allowing all of the images to be in a training set exactly once. The algorithm 
Obtaining ROC and AUCHS curves
Each classifier is tested on the test set and its prediction for each test image is stored. The TPR and FPR are computed and the threshold is then varied in steps of 0.1. For the whole threshold range of 0 to 1, TPR is plotted against FPR obtaining an ROC curve and it's AUCH. The feature subset is then varied to obtain different ROC curves and consequently different AUCH for the same classifier. AUCH is then plotted against feature subset to obtain AUCHS curve for each classifier.
Development of OCC
Four binary floating arithmetic operators (+, -, *, and protected division), if less than (IFLT), if greater than (IFGT), and ABS are used as conventional functions in the GP tree. The classification algorithms to be combined are represented as special unary functions, with their threshold supplied as their single argument (see Fig. 2 ). It means that these classifiers are acting like the independent variables in a particular polynomial. Note that we have combined only two classifiers: LDA and MDB using GP. First LDA classifiers (evaluated at different feature subsets) are combined among themselves using GP to evolve an optimized classifier.
Then both LDA and MDB classifiers (trained on the same feature subsets) are combined to do the same. The terminal T represents the current value of the threshold that is applied to the classifier evolved by GP. About 200 constant between -1 and +1 are also used as terminal (see table 1 ). It is observed that using only this AUCH as fitness criteria, usually better ROC curves are not produced. These ROC curves have only one or two points having yet higher TPR values. The rest of the points have quite low TPR values (reclining below the convex hull, see curve OCC3 in Fig. 8 ). This is due to the fact that, if there is only one point having high TPR and low FPR value (i.e. upper left corner), the convex hull will include this point and the point (1,1) (no matter where the other points lie). This ROC is a maximum realizable one, not the actual maximum ROC curve. What it means is that to practically achieve the realizable points on this MRROC, one has to find again another combination of classifiers according to Scott et., al. [11] . We tried to achieve the maximum ROC curve, rather than the MRROC International Journal of Knowledge-Based Intelligent Engineering Systems, vol. 8, pp 1-11, 2004. 13 curve during evolution by forcing GP to evolve such combinations that have almost all points reclining on the convex hull. This is achieved by keeping the accumulative sum of the TPR and FPR values at the 11 ROC points for each candidate. The candidate, whose accumulative sum of TPR > 8.5 and that of FPR < 3.8, is then given bonus fitness. This extra constraint not only produced ROC curves with mostly having all points reclining on the convex hull, but also narrowed the search space. This is because, once a candidate that fulfils this criteria is evolved, it is given bonus fitness and thus is retained and reproduced by the inherent mechanism (survival of the fittest) of GP. Hence in coming generations, only its children and neighbors from the whole solution space occupy most of the population. In fact it is a kind of dragging the search space towards the desired solution.
Results and Discussion
The classifiers are first compared by varying the threshold and obtaining ROC curves (see Fig. 3 ). Starting from the first feature, the feature subset is increased up to 20 and the corresponding AUCH values for each classifier are obtained (see Fig. 4 and 5). This is repeated by considering 50 macro features for 1:3 train to testing ratio, as shown in Fig. 6 .
AUCH of AUCHS for the three different cases (1:3 and 1:9 train to testing ratio with 20 macro features, and 1:3 train to testing ratio with 50 macro features) is shown in Fig. 7 . 
In Fig. 4 , it can be observed that the AUCH saturates for all of the classifiers except K-means approximately at macro feature subset 5. This is because, using more macro features can yield a better representation of the original image, but it doesn't guarantee the The LDA performs better than the rest of classifiers in terms of AUCH. Its performance in terms of AUCH of AUCHS is also better than the rest of classifiers. This is because of the fact that AUCH of AUCHS also depends heavily on high ordinate values corresponding to low abscissa values. In Fig. 5 , with train to testing ratio equal to 1:9 i.e.
training examples being reduced, it can be observed that before saturation, the performance of MDB improves and becomes comparable to that of LDA. However after the saturation is reached, the performance of MDB degrades as compared to LDA. This is a different behavior compared to previous case of train to testing ratio equal to 1:3. The performance of kNN classifier improves with decreasing training example (see Fig. 5 ). This may be due to the fact that the effect of outliers in kNN classifier decreases as training examples are decreased.
With train to testing ratio equal to 1:3, and feature subset variation increased up to 50 (see Fig. 6 ), it can be observed that the pattern almost remains the same for all classifiers above feature subset equal to 20. To develop an OCC, we first combined only the LDA classifier with itself by using it as a unary function in GP tree (homogeneous combination). It is observed that using only first two features, the combined classifier has better performance than the original LDA classifier (see curve OCC1 and LDA1 in Fig. 8 ). This is due to the fact that GP is able to evolve a classifier, which has better discrimination power then the original ones. GP is then used to evolve an optimized classifier, that is a function of both MDB and LDA i.e. both MDB and LDA are used as unary functions in GP tree (heterogeneous combination). The optimized classifier obtained (using only first two features) in this case has higher AUCH than both of the previous cases (see curve OCC2 in Fig. 8 ). Curve OCC2 is obtained by giving bonus fitness to the polynomials fulfilling the added constraint, while curve OCC3 is obtained without using the idea of added fitness. It can be observed from Fig. 8 that curve OCC2 has not only higher AUCH than curve OCC3, but can also be considered a maximum ROC curve, rather than a maximum realizable ROC curve as it has almost all points reclining on the convex hull. While observing Fig. 8 , at first glance one can feel that OCC3 is performing better than OCC2, as it seems to be higher than the rest of the curves. But observing closely, it is found that OCC2 encompasses larger area due to two facts. The first one is that for TPR equal to about 0.7, it has zero FPR, while OCC3 has some non zero FPR. The 2 nd fact is that OCC2 quickly reaches to the highest value of TPR =1 at about 0.37 FPR. While OCC3
reaches TPR=1 at about FPR=0.55. We should note here that for a particular application, the worth of an ROC curve depends on the cost of different types of errors. But since we do not know these costs in advance while designing our classifier, we therefore consider only the gross information revealed by the AUCH. Thus in this scenario OCC2 is performing better than OCC3. In this paper, the proposed AUCHS curve and its AUCH summarizes the performance of a classifier corresponding to different feature subset and thresholds. It gives high importance to the ordinate values corresponding to initial abscissa values, which at first glance seems to be unnatural. But implicitly it is not a drawback, because in KLT transformation, only the first few eigenvectors (features) contain most of the information about the data, and consequently should be given more importance. train to testing ratio (note that to evaluate AUCH, x-axis is normalized). 
